A business problem for the telecommunication companies is to provide an appropriate promotional coupon to suitable customers. This problem leads to the challenge of identifying behavioral patterns of customers and deliver the right customer engagement at the right time. So there is a need for a system that can enable the telecommunication companies to go for the best marketing strategy by leveraging customer intelligence to drive offer acceptance based on personas. Technically it is possible for the telecommunication companies to recommend suitable advertisements if they can classify the web sites browsed by their customers into classes like sports, e-commerce, social networking, streaming media etc. Another problem is to classify a new website when it doesn't belong to any of the existing clusters.
INTRODUCTION
The basic problem addressed in the current paper is motivated by the requirement of the Telecommunication (to be referred as telecom now onwards) companies who want to push personalized and more relevant recommendations/offers to customers based on their usage behavior. As per the business model, telecom companies have some collaboration with some companies who have some promotional coupons to be offered to the prospective customers via these telecom companies. So it is required to push suitable coupons to its most prospective customer so that the turn around is maximized. So the problems addressed in this paper are (i) classify the websites depending on the coupons and (ii) synthesis possible class names for the websites if it doesn't belong to any pre-existing classes.
In the domain of consumer behavior modeling, usually techniques like collaborative filtering based approaches are used [11, 16] , which exploit the similarity between user personas. Depending on context, the user is mapped to one or more dominant personas, based on which offers are pushed to the user. The advantage of such targeted marketing is that the conversion rate is much higher, since the user is pushed offers on content or consumable that he is genuinely interested in. The scheme works well in most of the cases. However, there are a few problems with this approach. The major problem is discovery of emerging trends and adding them automatically to the dictionary of behavior. Based on such dictionary updates, marketing experts can design new offer bouquets, an example of which is provided in Table  1 . A very pertinent example can be that of the "Whatsapp messenger" [13] . Any categorization system like SimilarWeb [14] , would categorize it as an "Internet messenger", thereby putting it into the same bucket as Skype [15] , Yahoo Messenger etc. However, that would be a mistake as a better way to classify it would be "Social Networking". It would require a business analyst to manually add the category and classify the new application before the recommendation engine can use the knowledge effectively.
Our paper proposes a method to solve the problem we elucidated above. We use methods of unsupervised machine learning to cluster similar content into logical groups. Followed by this step, we mine the web and use techniques of cluster name synthesis to arrive at category information for each cluster. If any one entry does not logically belong to existing clusters, the system automatically creates a new cluster and adds the content to the same. We prove our algorithm on a telecom provider's data of website URL logs http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2872518.2891116 Cricket Football Uncategorized using which we try to come out with category groups of similar websites and also try to synthesize their logical category names automatically. We compare our findings with SimilarWeb [14] , to prove the effectiveness of our technique. Such dynamic categories can be used to design dynamic personas based on emerging trends and help marketing companies design much better user centric offers in lesser turn-around time. This will result in faster adoption, higher conversion rate and increased user satisfaction.
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The coupons provided to the telecom companies are initially classified manually by the coupon provider companies themselves. Some examples of such classes (C) and subclasses (SC) are shown in Table 1 . The goal of our project is to initially identify whether any website browsed by the customer of telecom company belongs to any of these existing classes or subclasses or it is uncategorized. If it is not belonging to any of the existing clusters we need to suggest some suitable keywords that describes it best. The proposed method uses multifactorial approach to classify the websites. The factors we have used are defined below:
• Find the Longest Common Sub Sequence (LCS) of each class and subclass type with the URL. Let the string length (strlen) of SC or C = k, and string length of LCS = p. Then the factor f1 can be defined as f1 = p/k. Note that, 0 ≤ f1 ≤ 1.
• Use the information used in Wikipedia for the corresponding website to be used as document for the corresponding website (term) .
• Remove stop words and stem them.
• Construct bag of words (BOW) for all URLs. Let it contain n words.
• Construct the feature vector fi for document di by marking which word in BOW is contained how many times in di. Thus fi is of length n and may be highly sparse.
• Construct a term-document matrix, where each row represents a term and each column represents a document. An element of term-document matrix is the tfidf value of corresponding term in corresponding document. tf-idf value is obtained by multiplying term frequency with inverse document frequency. tf-idf assigns higher score for important words of a document and penalizes words common to all documents.
• Find the clusters by computing the cosine distance. This is represented as feature f2.
• Also compute the frequency of (C/SC) in di. Let it be defined as feature f3.
• Thus we get 3 factors f1, f2, and f3.
• Then assign weight for each factors by using traditional machine learning methods.
• Define a threshold (t) using the soft max approach. If two websites have a distance at most t, then we define them to belong to the same cluster.
• If the new website has a distance greater than t from any of the existing websites, then we define the new website to be uncategorized.
Cluster name synthesis
• Sort the key phrases associated with each web site according to their score.
• Each website is represented by the key phrases with having the top three ranks.
• If multiple entries have the same rank, we consider all those phrases as key phrases and the collection of these phrases are used to represent the website.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
We represent our experimental results in two tables. Table 2 shows the similarity score among different websites. We have set t = 0.2 as the threshold. If the similarity score among two websites is at most 0.2, we conclude that they belong to the same cluster. In this table, we find that Twitter and Facebook belongs to same cluster as both of them are social networking sites. Similarly, Netflix and YouTube are clustered together in the same cluster as both provide streaming video on demand and also serves as video recommender system. ESPN Cricinfo, Gmail and Zapak are not matching with any of the other websites. Alexa is best matched with Twitter with similarity score 0.23, because both are San Fransisco based companies, though they don't have similarity in their function. This problem can be removed if we carefully select the key words from Wikipedia.
CONCLUSIONS
Our proposed method successfully classify different websites dynamically. It can also cluster similar websites that can help to construct a social network graph. It takes the best part of human annotation done for Wikipedia, but we are not taking any humans in the loop. This would help us to identify customer behaviors and can be extended to other applications.
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